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Tipping the velvet pdf

Erotic and absorbing ... Written with startling force. --The New York Times Book Review by Nan King, an oyster girl, is captivated by the phenomenon of the music hall Kitty Butler, a male impersonator of an extraordinary treading board in Canterbury. Through a friend at the box office, Nan manages to visit all of her shows and finally meet her heroine. Soon after, she becomes
Kitty's dresser and two heads for the bright lights of Leicester Square, where they begin a glittering career as music hall stars in an all-singing and dancing double act. At the same time, behind closed doors, they recognize their attraction to each other, and their business begins. For a television series based on the novel, see Tipping Velvet (series) Tipping Velvet First edition
coverAuthorSarah WatersGenreHistorical fictionPublisherViragoPublication date1998Pages480 page ISBN978-1-86049-524-3OCOC777888140 Tipping Velvet (1998) is a historical novel it's her debut novel. Set in England during the 1890s, it tells an coming-of-age story about a young woman named Nan, who falls in love with a male impersonator, follows her to London, and
finds different ways to support herself as she travels around the city. Elements of the picaresque plot prompted scientists and reviewers to compare it to similar British urban adventure stories written by Charles Dickens and Daniel Defoe. The novel has widespread lesbian themes, concentrating on eroticism and self-knowledge. Waters was working on a doctoral thesis on English
literature when she decided to write a story she wanted to read. Using her love of diversity in London's people and boroughs, she consciously chose the urban environment. Unlike the previous lesbian themed fiction she read, where characters escape a repressive society to live apart from it, Waters chose characters who interact with their surroundings. She acknowledged that the
book represented a lesbian presence and history in Victorian London, where none of them had been recorded. The experience of the main character in the theatrical profession and her eternal movement around the city allow her to make comments on social conditions, while studying issues of sex, sexism and class difference. Waters' debut novel, Tipping Velvet was highly
acclaimed and was selected by The New York Times and The Library Journal as one of the best books of 1998. Waters followed him with two other novels set in the Victorian era, both of which were also well received. Reviewers offered great praise for tipping velvet using humor, adventure and sexual candor. The novel was adapted into a somewhat controversial three-part series
of the same name produced and broadcast by the BBC in 2002 and a stage performance in 2015. Inspiration and publication of Waters with her fourth novel, The Night Watch, at the book's signing in 2002, Sarah Waters was 19 years old, years old, joined the student house in Whitstable, Kent, sharing a bed and then falling in love with another young woman. They lived there for
two winters in what became a six-year relationship. She recalled: It was cold, isolated, romantic and so intense - quite special. In 1995, Waters was at the College of the King Mary and Westfield, writing her PhD thesis on the history of gays and lesbians from 1870, when she became interested in the Victorian era. Learning about activism in socialism, women's suffrage and
utopianism at the time, she was inspired to write a work of art she wanted to read. Specifically, Waters set out to write a story that focused on urban settings, diverging from previous lesbian themed books such as Patience is isabel Miller and Sarah, in which two women escape repressive home life to live together freely in the woods. She told herself at the time, there is a lot more
lesbian history than that. Waters was drawn to the Victorian era because of a (wrong) understanding of what social norms existed during that period. As she stated: I find this a fascinating period because it feels very close to us, and yet in many ways it is quite strange: many of the things we think we know about this stereotype, or just plain wrong. Considering herself part of the
literary legacy of gays and lesbians, Waters was influenced by Oscar Wilde and Chris Hunt, who wrote Street Lavender, a historical novel with gay male themes also established in the Victorian era. She stated that Tipping the Velvet is a female version of Street Lavender with a story similar to Walter's My Secret Life. Waters broke Tip Velvet to ten British publishers, but after they
all rejected it, she began to consider American publishers. Although it was quickly picked up by a literary agency, the agent spent almost a year trying to sell the book to the main publisher. By the time the velvet tip was adopted by Virago Press- one of ten who had previously gone through the project-Waters had already begun work on his second novel. Nancy Nan Astley is a
sheltered 18-year-old living with her working family and helping out at their oyster restaurant in Whitstable, Kent. She is instantly and desperately in love with a masher, or a male impersonator named Kitty Butler, who performs during the season at a local theater. They begin a friendship that grows when, after Kitty finds an opportunity to perform in London for the best exposure,
she asks Nan to join her. Nan enthusiastically agrees and leaves her family to act as Kitty's dresser while she performs. Although Kitty and Nan admit that their relationship was fraternal, Nan continues to love Kitty until the jealous fight forces Kitty to admit that the same thing, though she insists that they keep their relationship a secret. Secret. Kitty Walter's manager decides that
Kitty needs a partner to achieve true success, and offers Nan for the role. Nan is at first horrified by the idea, but takes to it. The duo became quite famous until Nan realizes she is homesick after having left her family for more than a year. Her return home is underwhelming, so she returns to London early to find Kitty in bed with Walter. They announce that the act is over and they
must be married. Surprised and deeply bruised from the discovery, Nan wanders the streets of London, finally holing herself in a dirty guesthouse for weeks in a state of madness until her funds run out. After spying on men's suits she took as her only memory of her time with Kitty, Nan begins to walk the streets of London as a man and easily passes. She is asked by a man for
sex and starts renting, but is dressed only as a man for male clients, never letting them know she is a woman. She meets a socialist activist named Florence, who lives near the guesthouse, but before she can meet her, Nan is hired by a wealthy widow with loose tastes named Diana. While realizing and initially enjoying that she is the object for Diana and her friends, Nan stays
with her for a year as Neville, dressed in the best men's clothes Diana can afford. The relationship breaks down, however, and Diana throws Nan into the streets. Nan stumbles through London, trying to find Florence, which she eventually does; Florence is now melancholy, however, with a child. Nan stays with Florence and her brother Ralph, working as their housekeeper. Nan
and Florence get closer during the year when they live together, and Nan learns that the previous board member with Florence and Ralph gave birth to a child and died shortly after giving birth. Florence was deeply in love with the boritzer, but her affections were not returned. During the women's pub, Nan is recognized by former fans, to Florence's surprise, and Nan divulges his
spotted past to Florence. Careful, they start a love affair. Putting her theatrical skills to use, Nan helps Ralph prepare a speech at an upcoming socialist rally. At the event, Nan jumps on stage to help Ralph as he hesitates, and is spotted once again by Kitty, who asks her to return so they can continue their business in secret. Realizing how much shame Kitty continues to feel, how
much herself was compromised during their affair, and that her true happiness is where she is now, Nan turns Kitty away and joins Florence. Literary Elements style history covers the London boroughs of Brixton, Smithfield, Leicester Square, St. John's Wood, and Bethnal Green, shown here on a map from 1911. The greatest literary strengths in Tipping Velvet, according to
reviewers and are vivid images of the boroughs and streets of London, and the ability of Waters Waters sympathetic and realistic characters. Her use of synesthesia in lush descriptions particularly interested Harriet Malinowitz in the Women's Book Review. For example, Malinowitz cites a scene where Nan first meets Kitty, taking off his glove to shake Kitty's hand. A very oyster
girl, Nan's hands are covered with those rank sea flavors, liqueur and oyster-flesh, crab-meat and whelks that have flavored fingers and those of my family over the years we have stopped, completely to notice them. Nan is upset that she smells like herring, but Kitty calmed her fears, kissed her hand and said she smelled like a mermaid instead. Malinowitz includes this and other
descriptions of sights, sounds and smells in Victorian London as examples of elements that are smokeless and wittyly detailed. Although Waters was born in Pembrokeshire, Wales, she considers herself a London writer because of her strong attachment to the city, partly because of her immigration to it. In particular, Waters walks through London and sees the remnants of many
historical eras: It's ... almost like it's people with ghosts-again, pushing against each other or passing through each other. I find it very exciting. Her love for the city is obvious to many reviewers. In Lesbian Review books Donna Allegra writes: It evokes an era of attitude and the atmosphere of projecting them into the screen of the reader's mind with Dolby wrap around the sound so
that you feel like you're resting on all counts between Chelsea and the East End. Miranda Seymour in The New York Times notes the breathless passion of the narrator's voice as absolutely compelling, citing as an example Nancy's statement to her sister at the beginning of the book about why she continues to visit Kitty Butler:... It's like I've never seen anything before. It's like I'm
filling up like a glass of wine when it's filled with wine. I watch the acts in front of her and they are like nothing, they are like dust. Then she goes on stage and -- she's so beautiful; and her costume is so good but she was and her voice is so sweet ... She makes me want to smile and cry, right away... I've never seen a girl like her before. I never knew that girls like her. Donna
Allegra and Christina Patterson in The Observer also praise Nan as a passionate and captivating character. Patterson and Mel Steele in The Independent compare their resourcefulness to the resourcefulness of Moll Flanders. According to Pauline Palmer, Waters uses humor and attractive ease of touch most effectively in The Velvet Tip. Nan the narrator describes the irony of
her curious gaslit career as a rent-boy only to end up, in Diana's words, as her tart. Waters had so much fun writing a novel that she told Robert McCrum of the Observer in 2009 that if she no obligation to satisfy stemming from her subsequent success as a writer that she would continue to write Nan's story. Jenr Waters responded to numerous comparisons of her books with
Charles Dickens, saying, I don't look like Dickens... To write these artificial Victorian novels is quite different. Nan's path through the plot indicates that Tipping Velvet is part of Bildungsroman, and her travels through the streets of London evoke elements of the Picerian novel. Scientist Emily Jeremiah characterizes the story as Bildungsroman: an coming-of-age adventure, but one
that far surpasses the simple output of the story. Stephanie Chiosia in Literary London writes that the plot has classic elements of the tale, as follows the growth and progression of the main character, and has a moral end that includes the course of events where Nan is looking for three suitors for her - in this case - Princess Charming. Nan finds true love with Florence, who is a
little sleazy, somewhat fat, certainly not rich, and brought to a better world; least likely of all the characters. A review by Publishers Weekly said the series of events leading up to Nan's search for love was unpredictable and moving. Nan's experience ultimately reveals the serious flaws of the society through which she goes, a major element of the Pikare novel. For this and other
reasons, Waters's books are often compared to those of Charles Dickens; The reader follows Nan's movement from naif protected to exuberant theatre performer to rent-boy to mistress to housewife of the then socialist speaker, showing loyalty to none of these professions or ideals. Michael Upchurch of the Seattle Times writes that Nan's inability or reluctance to stick to any
profession or set-up while remaining malleable until the end of the novel indicates that she is her own worst enemy. In addition, Marianne Brace in The Independent considers Nan selfish and unsympathetic. Chiosia writes that with half of the novel taking place in theatrical setting, Nan can play the role of a character in her own life or a play on a stage set in a theatre or on the
streets of London. She starts as a spectator watching Kitty on stage and then with Kitty, watching men move and behave to improve their actions. She becomes a performer, with Kitty, as a tenant and again for the predatory Diana and her friends. Finally, she takes on the role of director as she helps and encourages Ralph to perform her speech. At this point, she is able to
reconcile her personality and the story ends. Waters deliberately decided to create a complex plot, and was impressed by Iris Murdoch's assertion that she herself had developed entire stories long before they were written, a method used by Waters with Tipping Velvet. The topic of sexuality lesbianism is at the top of the agenda for my books because it's at the top of the agenda
for my life. It's This. be strange not to write about it. -Sarah Waters Sexuality and Sexual Identity is the most common theme in the novel. The name is an obscure Victorian pornographic slang link to cunnilingus. Nick Rennison in Contemporary British Authors describes Tipping Velvet as an unabashed and unapologetic celebration of lesbian eroticism and sexual diversity. Donna
Allegra writes with appreciation about how the existence of Waters's characters in heterosexual existence forces analysis of closed positions. The sexism of the time suffocated women, forcing readers to compare women in the Victorian era with current sexual relationships. Nan never has difficulty accepting his love for Kitty Butler and other women; Kitty's union with Walter,
however, smells of lesbianophobia, according to Allegra. Music halls can be rough in some areas, but Kitty is shown handling drunken and noisy audiences with humor and grace. The only time she overcomes and runs off the stage is when a drunken patron shouts a euphemism for a lesbian at her. This episode leads to the final scene of Part I, when Nan stumbles upon Kitty and
Walter in bed. Kitty shows no pleasure in her union, but rather complacency with a sense of shame. Allegra compares Kitty's desire for normality, overshadowing her desire to love with Nan, to mandatory heterosexuality... symbolic and special for lesbians. Scientist Pauline Palmer argues that Waters, in Tipping the Velvet and her two subsequent novels, also set in the Victorian
era - Affinity and Fingersmith - establishes a literary tradition that did not exist: women who embraced same-sex relationships in the Victorian era were largely invisible, and we know little about their literary interests. Waters, however, acknowledges that the accuracy of lesbian life in the Victorian era is not its primary goal: My goal was not to be authentic, but to imagine a story that
we cannot restore. Short bursts of literary activity in lesbian literature occurred in the 1920s with authors such as Natalie Clifford Barney and June Barnes. Another surge of activism, published as lesbian pulp fiction, occurred in the 1950s and early 1960s, during which several well-known lesbian authors, such as Ann Bannon and Valerie Taylor, helped establish lesbian literary
identity. These inventions helped inform readers about the lives and cultural attractions of lesbians when very little information existed. Waters argues that she is not on a deliberate crusade to write about lesbians, but that it is a reflection of what she knows: Lesbianism is at the top of the agenda for my books because it is at the top of the agenda for my life. It would be strange not
to write about it. In 2009, when she was pondering the reasons for writing The Velvet Tip and Fingersmith, Waters Waters she was looking for her own identity as a lesbian writer. Among Waters's Victorian novels, images of sexual encounters are also, according to Palmer, the most striking in Tipping Velvet. A review in The Advocate calls the book extremely sexy, while The
Seattle Times suggests a scene where Nan shows Kitty how to open and eat an oyster, is the flag of Tom Jones. This follows a marked difference in the recently written fiction of lesbians and for them. Explicit images of lesbian sexuality, specially written by women, were reconciled with censorship that equated lesbian sex with abnormal mental behavior or used it as an erotic
element controlled and benefited by men. Lesbian literary critic Bonnie zimmerman writes: Lesbians were restrained and uncomfortable about sexual writing in part because we want to reject the patriarchal stereotype of lesbians as an insatiable sexual vampire who spends all his time in bed. It is safer to be a lesbian if sex is stored in a closet or under the lid. We do not want to
give the world another stick with which we will beat us. Gender Nan not only experiences a number of misadventures and lesbian relationships, but also moves from female to male at the same time, giving the reader the opportunity to look at London society from different perspectives. Gender masquerade and reaction to it permeate the novel. According to Harriet Malinowitz,
Waters uses the symbolism of clothing such as skirts, pants, remains, braces, hoods, ties, and chemises with the kind of metaphorical meaning that Melville gives to whales. Stefania Chiosia states that in all 19th-century English literature, the only type of character who could enjoy adventures hailing from the Pikaresk novel were men who acted as an observer or stroller, walking
around the city from one area to another. The exception was prostitute Mall Flanders. Nancy Astley behaves like both, giving her the opportunity to offer her a perception of London society as a man and a woman. Vesta Tilley, here in a suit, was one of the most popular male impersonators of her time. Music halls, where both Nan and Kitty work, and are exhibited as male
impersonators, allow roughly half of the novel's action and commentary on gender issues to take place, according to scientist Cheryl Wilson. When Nan puts on her trousers for the first time to perform as Kitty's partner and understands the impact of their double act together, she declares, whatever success I might achieve as a girl, they will be nothing compared to the triumphs I
should enjoy dressed up, however girlishly, as a boy. Male impersonation is common in the world of the novel, and some performers are quite popular. In reality, however, only certain types of images of men are acceptable. Nan and Kitty pretend London swells: gentlemen on city that sings about their beloved. Wilson provides evidence that such images were supported by class
units, as poor patroness of the music hall enjoyed a fun poked at the upper class, and the upper class as a whole was harmless enough to laugh at themselves. Mashers such as the famous Vesta Tilley were on the grounds that both men and women could laugh at the general perception of femininity and masculinity. Writing in 1998 about a period more than 100 years ago,
Waters uses the continuity between the past and the present, especially when it comes to the outsider's view of sexuality and gender. Diana gives Nan the best gift she has ever received, an expensive watch that does not require winding. She has nowhere to be but on Diana's Bec and The Call, and never leaves Diana's mansion without her. Emily Jeremiah uses this as an
example of how velvet tipping fits Judith Halberstam's claim that homosexual historiography produces alternative time opportunities. Gay and lesbian stories do not use the same rites as most major stories do, leaving aside the importance of birth, marriage, reproduction and death. This transcendence of time is evident in the novel's narrative. This is Nan's first-person account of
her own past, told many years later. When Nan divulges her past to Florence, Waters uses the novel's first line to mark where she begins, cycling the story. Even the language of the novel to bridge this gap. Waters often uses the word strange to describe unusual or wonderful, instead of his post-1922 connotations to refer to homosexuality. She also uses the term specifically to
emphasize what is unusual as it relates to gender, or Nan's own emotions towards Kitty. Nan's father uses an oyster symbol, what he calls a real strange fish that demonstrates both male and female characteristics, and compares her to Kitty, who sits in front of them in a woman's outfit, even though they saw her on stage dressed as a man. and concerned about the strangeness of
it, because she looks too much like a man, instead of a woman pretending to be a man. A class beginning as a working-class girl, experiencing music halls, prostitution, luxury and socialist struggle for utopia, Nan's journey through the class system in Tipping Velvet is as diverse as her gender and love relationships. Aiobheann Sweeney in The Washington Post notes how Dickens,
(Waters) digs around in poor homes, prisons and shelters to come up with characters that not only court and curtsey, but dramatize the injustices of poverty and gender inequality in their time. Paulina sees the reading material available in various Nana settings locations as symbols of huge class differences in Victorian London. In particular, Diana keeps a chest full of
pornographic literature that she and Nan read to each other in between sexual encounters. She is an extremely wealthy resident of the London borough of St. John's Wood, and defines itself as a sapphist-modern term for lesbians. Nan uses the euphemism of the volume throughout the novel, in particular, to refer to himself and other working-class lesbians. Although Tom was
used as a Victorian reference to lesbianism, Waters admits it was probably not as common as her characters suggest. Waters includes a historical reference to the medical profession, beginning to recognize and identify female homosexuality in the 19th century, when a friend of Diana's name Dickie reads aloud during a party from a medical text describing the stories of several
recognized lesbians, including Dickie's own. One story is discussed among rich women at a party about a young woman with a large clitoris, which they consider innate in lower-class women. They try to prove their point with the maid Diana zena, but Nan prevents this humiliation, which precipitates her final break with Diana. Using Dickie's book to punch Nan in the face, Diana
gives her a black eye and a bloody cheek before throwing her outside with xena. Nan goes to the house of Florence, which is filled with socialist literature. Although Diana is a supporter of women's suffrage, she dissuades Nan from reading such literature, confiscating any political material that Nan picks up. By contrast, Nan feels hopelessly uninformed when Florence and her
friends engage in a heated political debate. She asks questions, but feels stupid not knowing the answers. Florence introduces her to the works of Walt Whitman, Eleanor Marx and Edward Carpenter, which they are sexy, using as an introduction to intimacy. The critical reception of Tipping Velvet was critically appreciated after its release and Waters' writing style was praised.
Harriet Malinowitz wrote that the story was absolutely fascinating, high-octane storytelling, while Mel Steele of The Independent wrote: Could this be a new genre? Lustful lesbian picaresk novel? Whatever it is, take it from 3 p.m. He's great.' Kirkus Reviews also praised him, writing Debut Waters offers terrific entertainment: fast-paced, crammed with colorful images of London from
the 1890s and brightly sketched Dickensian supporting characters, comparing the image of Nancy's parents to the fishing community in David Copperfield, and adding that it is pulsing with highly charged (and clearly represented) erotic heat. John Perry in San Francisco stated that it has the qualities of an extravagantly soft soft Deceived in bright fabric and yards of fringe, it offers
a sensual experience that leaves the reader marveling at the author's skill, features and sheer effort. Perry acknowledged, however, that modern optimism is probably the impetus driving Waters' vision of a lesbian past. Miranda Seymour in the New York Times wrote that the (American) cover is disturbing, curious, exciting and distant at once: smart preparation for longing for the
opening of pages. Christina Patterson called Waters an extremely confident writer, combining accurate, sensual descriptions with irony and wit in a skilful, multi-layered pastiche of lesbian historical romance. Renee Graham's review of The Boston Globe described the novel's style as plush and attractive - delicious, even. In The New York Times, Miranda Seymour drew attention to
the scene when Nan dresses up as Adrian's lover, a page of Antinous who drowned in the Nile, for a masquerade in favor of Diana's friends in a hedonistic bacchanalia that ends brutally with Nan being driven out of the house in the cold, highlighting it as the passage of startling power. Although Seymour was disappointed with the ending, she wrote: If lesbian fiction is to reach a
wider readership - no matter how far it is, it deserves to be done - Waters is just the person who carries the banner. Several reviewers compared Tip Velvet to Jeanette Winterson's oranges not the only fruit for a similar story of a woman's sexual awakening. Waters attributes Winterson's influence in lesbian writing, but claims that the books are completely different, and its writing is
not at all like Winterson's. Waters suggests that reviewers brace them together because Winterson was the only other lesbian author they could remember. The popularity of her first novel cast the standard of affinity to follow, which Waters deliberately made darker, set in a women's prison with a character who connects with the spirits of the dead. Waters found it intimidating to
follow the success of The Velvet Tip, and reviewers noted differences in the main characters: where Nan adventurously seeks and declares his desires, Margaret's Affinity is forced to desire but internally struggles with it. Tipping Velvet won the Lambda Literary Award for lesbian fiction in 2000, and the Betty Trask Award, given to Commonwealth citizens who produced their first
novel before reaching the age of 35. The Library Journal selected it as one of the best books of the year in 1999, and the New York Times included it in the Famous Books of the Year list. An adaptation of TV's Home Article: Tipping Velvet (Series) Tipping Velvet was adapted into a BBC drama series of the same name, originally shown in three episodes on BBC Two in 2002. It
was for the BBC independent production company Sally Head Productions, and starred Rachel Stirling as Nan, Keele Hawes as Kitty, Anna Chancellor as Diana, and Jodie May as Florence. The BBC previously adapted Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit in 1990 and some other scenes in the dramas to follow, but none was so explicit. Sally Head Productions has defended the
decision to sell the entire program uncircumcised. Waters was quite surprised that the BBC decided to publish and broadcast a television adaptation that faithfully followed the enjoyment and details of the sexual antics in the book. Sterling thoroughly enjoyed the role, despite her self-declaration: To counteract any hardcore sex in it, there is a great sense of humor and a great
sense of fun and frivolity and joy of life. It was so believable that you didn't think for a minute, fuck, there's no reason why I'm standing here naked. Screenwriter Andrew Davies said he was drawn to the story because it showed a girl transitioning into femininity, and this included his interests in Victorian erotica; he compared it to Pride and Prejudice, for which he wrote the BBC
script - with dirty bits. Both Waters and Davies were concerned about the use of in scenes with Diana, but the BBC allowed this. When press releases reported on the BBC with foul language and sex toys, the Daily Mail reported that viewers began protesting. Bbc officials downplayed the gratuitousness of the story, comparing it to Moll Flanders. Waters particularly appreciated the
way Davis interpreted Kitty's duality in love with Nan. He wrote a line for her: I hate how you feel me, which according to Waters crystallizes Kitty's complex emotions well. The music in the adaptation was written for the film. Waters wrote the song titles, but not the lyrics in the musical references in the novel. For one song, during Kitty and Nan's first performance in the adaptation,
Davis wrote a track that had Kitty show Nan-dressed and acted as brothers as pick up girls in the park. It included Kitty teaching Nan how to kiss what they do on stage in front of an audience that watches women dressed as men who actually romance each other out of view of the audience. Waters wrote a similar description, as Nan compares their act to their relationship; their
sexual encounters with their performance on stage, despite the irony that Kitty insisted on absolute secrecy still there they performed in front of thousands: You're too slow, you go too fast, not there, but here-it's good, it's better! As if we were walking in front of a crimson curtain, laying on boards, kissing and caressing, clapping, cheering and paying for it! starring Beyonce Knowles
and Eva Longoria. However, Longoria insists that everything about the rumors is false, right down to the quotes quoted by her and Knowles. Knowles also wonders where the false quotes and history come from. In 2009, British playwright Amanda Whittington wrote a screenplay adaptation of The Velvet Tip. It was showcased by the Guildhall School of Music and Drama at the
Bridewell Theatre, London, in October 2009. Directed by Catherine Rogers, the production featured the original Music Hall songs and was praised for its authentic interpretation of the novel. Main article: Tip Velvet (play) April 14, 2015, it was announced that the play will get its world premiere in the same year and will begin previews at Lyric Hammersmith on September 18, 2015,
with the official premiere on September 28, booking for a limited period until October 24. After the premiere, the play was moved to the Royal Lyceum Theatre in Edinburgh as part of the Royal Lyceum Theatre's 50th anniversary, which ran from 28 October to 14 November 2015. Tipping Velvet was adapted for the stage by Laura Wade and directed by Lindsay Turner,
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